Cheetah™ - Cybersecurity & Privacy

All Content Dashboard

USER MENU
View subscription content, set default Home Page or logout.

SESSION NAVIGATOR
Move between Practice Areas.

TITLEs
Browse or search an alphabetized list of all the titles included in your subscription.

NEWS
Sign up for email delivery of Dailies, Newsletters, and Notifications.

PRACTICE AREAS
Access content grouped by category.

Access additional training resources via https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah
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Practice Area Dashboard

REFINE SEARCH SCOPE
Select filters prior to your search.

CURRENT AWARENESS
Stay on top of the latest developments with daily U.S. and global news sources including Cybersecurity Policy Report.

HISTORY
Access documents and searches from prior research.

SEARCH TIPS
Use operators, connectors and wildcards in searches.

SMART CHARTS
Customizable comparison charts on global data privacy laws, state breach notification requirements, medical privacy, employee privacy, and more.

SMART TASKS
Step-by-step checklists, with practice considerations, sample forms and draft language.

WEBINARS
Explore key issues with expert-led privacy and cybersecurity webinars on topics ranging from GDPR to medical privacy and privacy concerns in due diligence.

SEE ALL
View all titles available under the category.

Access additional training resources via https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah
Search Results

FILTERS
Refine search results by Document Type, Court, Jurisdiction and more.

RECORD KEEPING OPTIONS
Select documents to Add (Worklist or Favorites), Print, Email or Download.

SAVED ITEMS
View your saved searches, notes & highlights, and favorites.

SORT BY
Arrange search results by Relevance, Most Recent, or Document Type.

COLOR-CODED RESULTS
Find document types quickly and easily.

Access additional training resources via https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah
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Document View

**CONTENTS**
Browse through contents in publication order.

**INFORMATION**
Source, Citations, Version, Jurisdiction.

**FOOTNOTES**
Annotations & links to cross-referenced documents.

---

Access additional training resources via
https://lrus.wolterskluwer.com/training/cheetah